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Abstract
We present a model of two-sided matching where utility is non-transferable and information about individuals’ skills is private, utilities are strictly increasing in the partner’s skill and satisfy increasing differences.
Skills can be either revealed or kept hidden, but while agents on one side have verifiable skills, agents on
the other side have skills that are unverifiable unless certified, and certification is costly. Agents who have
revealed their skill enter a standard matching market, while others are matched randomly. We find that in
equilibrium only agents with skills above a cutoff reveal, and then they match assortatively. We show that
an equilibrium always exists, and we discuss multiplicity. Increasing differences play an important role
to shape equilibria, and we remark that this is unusual in matching models with non-transferable utility.
We close the paper with some comparative statics exercises where we show the existence of non-trivial
externalities and welfare implications.
Key words: costly disclosure of information; matching markets; non-transferable utility; partial
unraveling; positive assortative matching; increasing differences
JEL: C78, D82, L15

1. Introduction
Sorting patterns have been widely investigated in two-sided matching models where agents are ranked according to a trait (called skill or type) that is publicly visible. One important insight from the literature is that
when utility is transferable (i.e., the surplus generated by a matched pair of agents can be freely distributed
between them) the sorting of agents depends on comparative advantages. Indeed, if higher types gain relatively more than lower types to be matched with partners of a higher type, then their willingness to pay for
such a match will be larger, and this determines positive assortative matching in equilibrium. By contrast,
when utility is non-transferable (i.e., the surplus generated by a match is non-contractible) the sorting of
agents depends on absolute advantages. This is so because agents cannot compete by offering larger shares
of the total surplus, and therefore if utilities are increasing in the partner’s type then in equilibrium high
type agents match together; this is true even if the total surplus of a match does not exhibit the comparative
advantage property.
∗
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In this paper we show that, if we remove the assumption that types are publicly visible and we give
agents the possibility to costly disclose their type, then comparative advantages become again important
to understand the properties of the equilibrium matching even in a model where utility is non-transferable.
More precisely, we assume that, prior to matching, agents face the following choice: either reveal one’s
own skill and participate in a standard two-sided matching market together with all agents who disclose
their skill, or keep one’s own skill hidden and go for a random match together with all agents who do not
reveal their skill. We assume an asimmetry in skill verifiability between agents on the two sides. Agents
on one side have skills that are verifiable, hence such skills become observable once revealed. Agents on
the other side, instead, have skills that are unverifiable, and they must resort to costly certification in order
to make their skills verifiable. It turns out that comparative advantages – that we model as the property of
increasing differences for utilities – are crucial to assess whether certification costs are worth being paid;
indeed, an agent must compare the option to be randomly matched within a pool of low type agents with
the option to pay the cost of certification and end up matched with a higher type agent.
Our main modeling innovation with respect to the matching literature concerns the assumption that
types are private information, and that agents on one side must rely on costly certification in order to credibly reveal such information. We believe that this assumption can help matching models to get closer to some
real applications. The following sketched example illustrates. Consider the market for a given kind of job,
with positions on one side and candidates on the other side. Positions are ranked in candidates’ preferences
according to some trait, like salary, job duties, working time. Such a trait can be costlessly revealed, and
even reported in the job contract. Candidates, instead, are ranked in recruiters’ preferences according to a
skill level that is directly related to productivity in the kind of job that we are considering; however, candidates’ skills are not verifiable, and hence cannot be simply revealed, since uncertified declarations would be
non-credible. Therefore, candidates who want to certify their skills need to obtain – depending on the nature of job under consideration – educational or professional qualifications, or other kinds of certificates: for
instance, the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL) can be obtained at different levels and certifies
knowledge in the field of information and communication technology, that can be relevant for a position of
computer technician; Cambridge ESOL diplomas, like the First Certificate in English, or the Test Of English
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) prove one’s adequacy in the English language, that can be useful for jobs
that require to interact socially with English-speaking people; similarly, the Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE) and the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) measure skills related to verbal reasoning,
quantitative reasoning and analytical writing, and are usually employed to discriminate the access to graduate positions; moreover, many other certificates and licences exist that guarantee one’s ability as hairstylist,
chef, musician, driver, etc. Needless to say, all these certifications are costly to be acquired.
In the paper, we start adapting the standard notion of stable matching – that requires two conditions to
be satisfied, i.e., no blocking pair and individual rationality – to obtain a notion of equilibrium that is suited
for our model. We provide a characterization of equilibria where matching is positive assortative between
agents who reveal their skill, and cutoff types emerge in both populations, separating the agents who reveal
information – that lie above the cutoff – from those who do not – that lie below the cutoff. Moreover, the
cutoff type in the population whose skills are unverifiable unless certified must be indifferent between, on
the one hand, certifying the skill and matching with the same-rank mate and, on the other hand, saving the
cost of certification and relying on random matching in the set of mates who have kept their skill hidden.
Interestingly enough, multiple equilibria can emerge in our model. This is essentially due to a kind of
“network effect” that is at play when considering the value of the outside option: since only higher types
resort to certification, if the pool of uncertified agents gets larger, then the average type therein becomes
higher and the value of a random match increases. More precisely, for a higher cutoff type certification
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means to end up matched with a better mate, and hence it has a higher value; however, the outside option of
a random match has a higher value as well, due to the network effect. Therefore, there may be multiple cutoff
types that are indifferent to the choice of whether to certify or not, and this means that multiple equilibria
exist. Due to equilibrium multiplicity, in the paper we proceed by distinguishing equilibria between stable
and unstable – since that plays a role for comparative statics – and we then show that a stable equilibrium
always exists provided that certification costs are positive but low enough.
In the final part of the paper we go through some comparative statics exercises and we comment on
welfare implications. In particular, we consider the effects of a change in the cost of certification, and in the
distribution of skills in the two populations. To have an idea of the kind of results that we obtain, consider
the following case. Suppose that skills increase for agents who need certification. Because of increasing
differences of their utilities, we obtain that the value of certification increases relatively to the value of a
random match with agents having lower skills. We show that this leads to a reduction in the equilibrium
cutoff level for stable equilibria, and hence the average value of a random match decreases in the new
equilibrium. This nicely highlights the existence of a negative externality on the agents who still choose not
to pay the certification cost and to go for a random match.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 places our contribution in the relevant literature. Section
3 presents the model, while Section 4 illustrates our main results: the characterizations of equilibria, the
possibility of multiple equilibria with different cutoffs, the distinction between stable and unstable equilibria with the proof of existence for stable equilibria. Section 5 describes the comparative statics exercises
and provides some comments on welfare implications. Section 6 briefly summarizes our contribution and
outlines directions for future research. The Appendix reports a couple of examples which help to illustrate
the variety of welfare outcomes that may arise.
2. Related literature
The present paper lies at the intersection of two streams of contributions: the literature on positive assortative
matching and the literature on costly disclosure.
The first stream of literature studies under what conditions matched partners are sorted according to
some ordered characteristics. In his seminal contribution Becker (1973) shows that, when utility is nontransferable, if payoffs are monotonic in the partner’s skill then stable matchings are characterized by agents
who are paired in a positive assortative way.1 More recently, Legros and Newman (2010) show that monotonicity is not necessary for positive assortative matching. More precisely, they show that a weakening of
Becker’s condition, which they label co-ranking, is necessary and sufficient for having agents who match in
positive assortative way. In our model too equilibrium configurations are characterized by positive assortative matching but, due to the presence of asymmetric information, this only holds for the pool of individuals
who publicly disclose their skills – as the remaining individuals are matched randomly. In addition, for
the individuals disclosing their skill we also have same-rank matchings, i.e., matches essentially take place
between agents with the same rank in the distribution of skills over their own population. This is because
in equilibrium agents in both populations adopt a cutoff entry rule to establish whether to disclose or not
their skill. We also emphasize that, although in our model agents’ preferences satisfy the conditions for
a unique stable match when utility is non-transferable (see Eeckhout, 2000; Clark, 2006), there might be
multiple equilibria with distinct cutoffs. This is due to the fact that the expected value of a random match is
endogenous, depending on the skills of agents who decide not to disclose.
1
Legros and Newman (2007) provide sufficient conditions for positive assortative matching in the case of partial utility transferability.
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The second stream of literature studies the strategic disclosure of quality information when it is both
costly and credible to do so.2 A central concept in this literature is “unraveling”, i.e., the process by
which higher quality agents disclose their quality as a way to distinguish themselves from lower quality
agents (Grossman, 1981; Milgrom, 1981). When disclosure is costless, then unraveling is total, i.e., all
private information is made publicly available, but if disclosure is costly – which may be due to certification
required to make credible a piece of information that otherwise would be unverifiable – then unraveling can
be only partial (Grossman and Hart, 1980; Jovanovic, 1982). In particular, all and only the agents whose
quality is above a certain threshold decide to disclose their quality.3 Note that, when disclosure is costly, it is
not necessarily suboptimal to have partial disclosure instead of full disclosure.4 In our model we also obtain
partial unraveling with positive certification costs, and our welfare analysis confirms that full disclosure can
be far from social optimum. These findings suggest that the main features of partial unraveling due to costly
disclosure of information also hold for matching markets.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only two other contributions that have so far provided results
at the intersection of positive assortative matching and costly disclosure of information. The first paper
is Bloch and Ryder (2000) that compares the case of a matchmaker charging a uniform fee with the case
of a matchmaker charging a price proportional to joint value. A man and a woman with same rank can
decide to go to the matchmaker and, if they pay their participation fee, they are matched together. If at
least one of the two agents does not go to the matchmaker, no match occurs, and both agents end up in a
decentralized market paying no cost. Under some regularity assumptions about the search technology and
the skill distribution, it turns out that in the case of a uniform fee only agents in the upper tail pay the fee,
i.e., there is a cutoff type in each population such that only those above it pay the fee, while in the case of a
proportional price only agents in the lower tail pay, i.e., there is a cutoff type in each population such that
only those below it pay the price. The second paper is Bergstrom and Bagnoli (1993) that applies an original
OLG model to explain the empirical fact that the mean age at marriage of men exceeds that of women. Men
types are private information while women types are observable. Each man can either match randomly with
a woman in period one, or wait until period two (there is a fixed cost of waiting) when his type is revealed
and then match assortatively. The only choice given to agents is whether to wait or not. In stationary
equilibria a cutoff rule emerges such that the more desirable women marry successful older men while the
less desirable women marry younger men with low prospects. Equilibrium uniqueness is attained if type
distributions (in utility terms) are log-concave. We observe that the primary focus of both these papers is
not about positive assortative matching and costly disclosure of information as a theoretical issue per se, but
rather about the role of market intermediaries in one case and the empirically observed tendency of women
to marry older men in the other case. Therefore, their results are derived under assumptions that are specific
to the issues they address, while we provide a model that is clean from unnecessary hypotheses. In addition,
in both models the positive assortativeness of matching is directly assumed, while we explicitly model the
stability of matching and we obtain positive assortativeness as a result. Moreover, in both models utility is
assumed to depend only on one’s partner type (implying constant differences in utilities) while we perform
our analysis under the hypothesis of increasing differences of utilities for agents who need certification.
Finally, we also explore how equilibrium cutoffs respond to exogenous changes in the cost of certification
and the distribution of skills.
Furthermore, there are several recent papers which are related to ours but have a different focus. We list
2

See Dranove and Jin (2010) for a complete survey on the theory and practice of quality disclosure.
Total unraveling may also fail for other reasons, as shown for instance by Board (2009).
4
This is true even if the cost is not associated with disclosure but with information acquisition in the first place (Matthews and
Postlewaite, 1985; Shavell, 1994).
3
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a few of them for each strand, with no claim of being exhaustive. Some papers are concerned with signaling
in matching markets where information is asymmetric. Hoppe et al. (2009) study signaling of attributes
in two-sided matching where populations are finite and agents on both sides can observe only their own
skills. The focus is on signaling equilibria and on their limit properties as populations tend to infinity, while
the assortativeness of matching is assumed. Hopkins (2011) studies the signaling of attributes in two-sided
matching where, as in our model, populations are infinite and only agents on one side have private information on their own attributes. Positive assortativeness is derived in equilibrium under both transferable
and non-transferable utility. Booth and Coles (2010) focus instead on comparing the economic implications
of marriage markets based on positive assortative matching on education (which determines earnings) with
those of markets based on random matching. The second case is interpreted as “romantic” marriage and
is shown to potentially increase efficiency by inducing the most skilled women to invest in education and
participate in the labor market. Other papers consider costly search of potential mates. For instance, Atakan
(2006) shows that positive assortative matching emerges under additive search costs and complementarities
in joint production. With an explicit focus on exchange, Satterthwaite and Shneyerov (2007) study decentralized trade via matching of buyers and sellers under incomplete information and costly search, showing
that the economy tends to the Walrasian equilibrium as the search cost tends to zero. Chade (2006) explores
matching with both search and information frictions, showing that there exists an equilibrium exhibiting
a stochastic positive assorting of types and that being accepted reduces an agent’s estimate of a potential
partner’s type. Finally, a series of papers considers matching under incomplete information about others’ preferences. Chakraborty et al. (2010) study two-sided matching with interdependent valuations and
noisy signals received by one side, showing that the existence of a stable matching hinges on the diversity
of students’ preferences and the transparency of the mechanism. Chade et al. (2007) study the behavior
of students in the application process to colleges when they are uncertain about their own qualities and
applications are costly, showing that a unique equilibrium with assortative matching exists provided that
application costs are small and that the lower-ranked college has sufficiently high capacity. Finally, Li and
Rosen (1998) and Li and Suen (2000) consider a multi-period setting and study issues of early contracting
and strategic waiting, while Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2010) endogenize disclosure costs and consider third
party certification that is strategic.
3. Model
3.1. Preliminaries
We consider two populations, with agents in each population differing by type (or skill). In one population,
individual type is denoted with x and varies in X = [x, x] according to cumulative distribution F. In the other
population, individual type is denoted with y and varies in Y = [y, y] according to cumulative distribution G.
Both distributions are assumed to have bounded density functions that we denote with f and g respectively.
We also assume that F and G are strictly increasing, so that every type is uniquely associated to a rank in
the skill distribution.
Each agent in one population is interested in matching with one agent in the other population. We use
U(x, y) to denote the utility of an agent with skill x who matches with an agent having skill y, and we use
V(x, y) to denote the utility of the agent with skill y who matches with an agent having skill x. We assume
that U and V are continuous in both arguments, U is strictly increasing in y and V is strictly increasing in
x. We assume that U (but not V) satisfies increasing differences (ID): for all x, x′ ∈ X, with x < x′ , for all
y, y′ ∈ Y, with y < y′ , we have that U(x, y′ ) − U(x, y) ≤ U(x′ , y′ ) − U(x′ , y). We speak about strict increasing
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differences (SID) if the inequality holds strictly, and we speak about constant differences (CD) if we have
an equality.5
Skill y is assumed to be hard information, that can either be disclosed or not by an agent, but if it
is disclosed then it is recognized as true. Skill x is instead assumed to be soft information, that requires
certification in order to be credible. Certification is costly, and the cost is denoted by c > 0. Let X H be the
set of types that are not certified and remain hidden, and X R = X \ X H the set of types that are certified and
revealed. Analogously, Y H denotes the set of types that remain hidden, while Y R = Y \ Y H is the set of types
b to denote the mass of agents with skill in
that are revealed. With a slight abuse of notation, we use F(X)
b ⊆ X, and, analogously, we use G(b
X
Y) for the mass of agents with skill in b
Y ⊆ Y. We restrict to consider
H
H
X and Y that are finite unions of intervals, i.e., proper intervals (with or without extrema) and degenerate
intervals (that are single points).6
Agents who reveal their skill then match together as in a standard matching market, while agents who
do not reveal their skill are then randomly paired. A matching is a function µ : X R → Y R that constitutes
an isomorphism.7 When X R , ∅, we say that a matching µ is a positive assortative matching (PAM) if
x, x′ ∈ X R , x < x′ implies µ(x) < µ(x′ ).
The expected utility of an agent with skill y who is randomly paired with an agent in X H , when F(X H ) >
0, is:
Z
f (x)
H
dx.
V(x, y)
EV(X , y) ≡
H)
H
F(X
x∈X
Analogously, the expected utility of an agent with skill y who is randomly paired with an agent in Y H , when
G(Y H ) > 0, is:
Z
g(y)
H
U(x, y)
EU(x, Y ) ≡
dy.
G(Y H )
y∈Y H
To complete the definition of EV(X H , y) and EU(x, Y H ) we need to deal with X H and Y H having measure zero. Since we have assumed that X H and Y H are made of a finite number of intervals, then they
are either empty or made of a finite number of points. If X H and Y H are non-empty, then EV(X H , y) ≡
P
P
(1/||X H ||) x∈X H V(x, y), and EU(x, Y H ) ≡ (1/||Y H ||) y∈Y H U(x, y). Finally, if X H and Y H are empty then we
assign arbitrary values, with the only requirement that the assumptions we have made on utilities still hold
if we consider ∅ as the lowest type; more precisely: EV(∅, y) ≤ V(x, y) for all y ∈ Y, and EU(x, ∅) ≤ U(x, y)
for all x ∈ X, and U(x′ , y) − EU(x′ , ∅) ≥ U(x, y) − EU(x, ∅) for all x, x′ ∈ X, x < x′ , and for all y ∈ Y.
3.2. Equilibrium definition
In this model an equilibrium is a triple (X R , Y R , µ), such that two conditions hold, that are no blocking
pair (NBP) and individual rationality (IR). These conditions are standard for matching models, but are here
5
A natural alternative to increasing differences is the single crossing condition, that however turns out to be insufficient for our
purpose. In fact, we want that, if type x finds it convenient to pay the certification cost, then any type x′ > x also finds it convenient
to do the same, and this must hold for any level of the certification cost c. We could instead assume the single crossing condition on
the utility net of the cost of certification, and for any level of the cost, i.e., U(x, y′ )−c ≥ (>)U(x, y) implies U(x′ , y′ )−c ≥ (>)U(x′ , y)
for any x′ > x, y′ > y and for all c > 0. We note that this last definition is equivalent to ID as we defined it.
6
This restriction has some useful implications. First, it ensures that X H , X R , Y H and Y R are measurable sets, and moreover it
allows us to work with Riemann integration when computing the expected value of a random match in X H and Y H . Second, we are
able to complete the definition of EV(X H , y) and EU(x, Y H ) in a natural way when X H and Y H are non-empty sets of measure zero.
In our opinion, this assumption causes a negligible loss of generality – since neglected sets are inherently related to the continuum
setup and have a poor interpretation – while it allows us a significant simplification in the exposition.
7
This means that µ is an invertible map and both µ and its inverse µ−1 are measurable and measure preserving maps.
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adapted8 to the current setup:
NBP

– for x ∈ X R , y ∈ Y R , if U(x, y) − c ≥ (>) U(x, µ(x)) − c then V(x, y) ≤ (<) V(µ−1 (y), y);
– for x ∈ X R , y ∈ Y H , if U(x, y) − c ≥ (>) U(x, µ(x)) − c then V(x, y) ≤ (<) EV(X H , y);
– for x ∈ X H , y ∈ Y R , if U(x, y) − c ≥ (>) EU(x, Y H ) then V(x, y) ≤ (<) V(µ−1 (y), y);
– for x ∈ X H , y ∈ Y H , if U(x, y) − c ≥ (>) EU(x, Y H ) then V(x, y) ≤ (<) EV(X H , y).

IR

– for x ∈ X R , U(x, µ(x)) − c ≥ EU(x, Y H );
– for y ∈ Y R , V(µ−1 (y), y) ≥ EV(X H , y).

An equilibrium is said to be of full revelation if F(X R ) = 1 and G(Y R ) = 1. An equilibrium is said to be of
no revelation if F(X R ) = 0 and G(Y R ) = 0. An equilibrium is of partial revelation if it is of neither full or
no revelation.
4. Results
In this section we first provide characterizations of equilibria, we then show that multiple equilibria can exist, we proceed by distinguishing between stable and unstable equilibria, and we finally provide an existence
result for stable equilibria.
4.1. Equilibrium characterization
Proposition 1 gives a characterization of equilibria of partial revelation, and it is the fundamental result of
the paper. The proof is rather long but not difficult, and it is helps to understand the role played by ID of U
for our results.
Proposition 1. (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium of partial revelation if and only if:
(i) µ is PAM;
(ii) there exists xc ∈ (x, x) such that:
(a) X R = [xc , x], and Y R = [G−1 (F(xc )), y],
(b) U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c = EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))).
Proof. We start showing that if (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium of partial revelation then (i) holds. Suppose
not, then there must exist x, x′ ∈ X R , such that x < x′ and µ(x) > µ(x′ ). But then (x′ , µ(x)) would form a
blocking pair, since U(x′ , µ(x)) > U(x′ , µ(x′ )) and V(x′ , µ(x)) > V(x, µ(x)) due to the strict monotonicity of
U in y and of V in x.
We now show that if (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium of partial revelation then (ii) holds. We start from
(a). We first prove that there exist cutoff types xc and yc that separate the types who do not reveal – that
lie below – from those who do reveal – that lie above; then we show that xc ∈ X R and yc ∈ Y R , and finally
yc = G−1 (F(xc )) is established.
8

In the no blocking pair condition we essentially require that no weak Pareto improvement is possible for any pair of agents,
while strict Pareto improvement is usually required in analogous definitions. We remark that our choice has the only consequence
to have equilibrium cutoffs xc and yc (see Proposition 1) that are necessarily matched together (since the match (xc , yc ) represents a
strict improvement for yc , but not for xc , who is indifferent due to the cost of revelation), while they might also remain unmatched
if we required a strict improvement for both agents to form a blocking pair.
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Suppose that a cutoff type xc does not exist, therefore there must exist x ∈ X R , with x < x̂ ≡ sup X H .
There are two cases: case 1, if µ(x) ≥ ŷ ≡ sup Y H , and case 2, if µ(x) < ŷ. Consider case 1. There must
exist x′ ∈ X H with x < x′ . The following inequalities hold, the first is obtained by ID of U after taking
expectations, and the second comes from x ∈ X R .
U(x′ , µ(x)) − EU(x′ , Y H ) ≥ U(x, µ(x)) − EU(x, Y H ) ≥ c.
Moreover, V(x′ , µ(x)) > V(x, µ(x)) by V being strictly increasing in x. Hence, (x′ , µ(x)) would form a
blocking pair, against the definition of equilibrium.
Consider case 2. The following inequalities hold, the first is obtained by ID of U after taking expectations, the second is due to U being strictly increasing in y, and the third comes from x ∈ X R .
U( x̂, ŷ) − EU( x̂, Y H ) ≥ U(x, ŷ) − EU(x, Y H ) > U(x, µ(x)) − EU(x, Y H ) ≥ c.
Moreover, V( x̂, ŷ) > EV(X H , ŷ) by V being strictly increasing in x, after taking expectations. We observe
that, by continuity of U and V, there must exist x′ ∈ X H sufficiently close to x̂, and y′ ∈ Y H sufficiently close
to ŷ, such that they would both strictly gain by matching together. Hence, (x′ , y′ ) would form a blocking
pair, against the definition of equilibrium.
Suppose now that a cutoff type yc does not exist, therefore there must exist y ∈ Y R , with y < ŷ ≡ sup Y H .
There must exist y′ ∈ Y H with y < y′ . We have just shown that µ−1 (y) > x for any x ∈ X H , and hence
V(µ−1 (y), y′ ) > EV(X H , y′ ) due to strict monotonicity of V in x. Moreover, U(µ−1 (y), y′ ) > U(µ−1 (y), y),
due to strict monotonicity of U in y. Hence, (µ−1 (y), y′ ) would form a blocking pair, against the definition
of equilibrium.
So far we have proven that X R is either [xc , x] or (xc , x], and Y R is either [yc , y] or (yc , y]. We observe that
we cannot have the case [xc , x] and (yc , y], since there would exist y ∈ Y R with y < µ(xc ), and necessarily
we would have µ−1 (y) > xc , but this would violate µ being PAM. Analogously, we can reason against
(xc , x] and [yc , y]. Consider now the case in which (xc , x] and (yc , y]. Since types that are slightly higher
than xc are matched with types that are slightly higher than yc , and they must find convenient to do so,
then U(xc , yc ) − EU(xc , Y H ) ≥ c by continuity of U; but we also have that V(xc , yc ) > EV(X H , yc ) by V
being strictly increasing in x, and hence (xc , yc ) would form a blocking pair. Finally, we observe that if
yc , G−1 (F(xc )) then the mass of agents in X R would differ from the one in Y R , and hence no matching
would be feasible between the two sets. Therefore, we are left with the only possibility that X R = [xc , x]
and Y R = [G−1 (F(xc )), y), and so (a) is proven.
We now prove (b). Suppose that U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c < EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))). Since types that
are slightly higher than xc are matched with types that are slightly higher than G−1 (F(xc )), by continuity
of U we would have U(x, µ(x)) − c < EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) for type x higher than xc but sufficiently
close to it, against IR. Suppose instead that U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c > EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))). Consider x
and y that are lower than, respectively, xc and G−1 (F(xc )) but sufficiently close to them. By continuity of
U we have that U(x, y) − c > EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))), and by strict monotonicity of V in x we have that
V(x, y) > V([x, xc ), y); hence, (x, y) would form a blocking pair. We are left with the only possibility that
U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c = EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))), and so (b) is proven.
Finally, we show that if (X R , Y R , µ) satisfies (i) and (ii) then it is an equilibrium of partial revelation.
Consider x ∈ [xc , x]. The first of the following inequalities holds by strict monotonicity of U in x, the
second inequality holds – after expectations are taken – by ID of U, and the final equality is condition (b)
of (ii).
U(x, µ(x)) − EU(x, [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) ≥ U(x, G−1 (F(xc ))) − EU(x, [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) ≥
≥ U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) = c.
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Therefore U(x, µ(x)) − c ≥ EU(x, [y, G−1 (F(xc )))), and IR is established.
Consider x ∈ X and suppose x strictly gains by matching with y. If x ∈ X R , then y > µ(x) since U
is strictly monotone in y, hence y ∈ Y R , and µ−1 (y) > x by PAM. Therefore, y strictly loses by matching
with x due to strict monotonicity of V in x. If x ∈ X H , then we first show that y ∈ Y R . Suppose not, and
consider the following inequalities, which show that x would strictly lose by matching with such a y. The
first inequality holds by strict monotonicity of U in y, the second one holds – after expectations are taken –
by ID of U, and the final equality is condition (b) of (ii).
U(x, y) − EU(x, [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) < U(x, G−1 (F(xc ))) − EU(x, [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) ≤
≤ U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) = c.
Therefore, we must have y ∈ Y R , and hence µ−1 (y) ≥ xc > x, so that y strictly loses by matching with x due
to strict monotonicity of V in x. We have established that NBP holds.
We have shown that (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium, while to understand that is of partial revelation we can
simply observe that from (a) of (ii) we have F(X R ) = 1 − F(xc ) = 1 − G(yc ) = G(Y R ) and F(xc ) ∈ (0, 1).
From the above proposition, we know that equilibria of partial revelation are characterized by a matching
that is PAM between the agents revealing their types. This is a standard result in matching models with
non-transferable utility, and it essentially depends on utilities being strictly increasing in the partner’s skill.
More interestingly, equilibria of partial revelation have a cutoff type xc that separates the agents who do
not certificate from those who do. This, together with matching being PAM, implies that the agents lying
above the cutoff level are matched with same-rank mates; in particular, we have that type xc is matched
with type G−1 (F(xc )). Basically, finding an equilibrium of partial revelation amounts to identifying a cutoff
type that is indifferent between the option to pay the certification cost entering the matching market, and
the alternative option to save such a cost relying on random matching outside the market, and then letting
the agents above the cutoff level match assortatively. This cutoff feature of equilibria crucially depends on
utilities satisfying ID for the agents who have to pay the certification cost.
Given its important role, we will refer to
U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc ))))

(1)

as relative gain from certification for the cutoff type xc .
We now provide characterizations of equilibria of full revelation (Proposition 2) and of no revelation
(Proposition 3). Proofs are omitted, since they are essentially contained in the proof of Proposition 1.9,10
Proposition 2. (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium of full revelation if and only if:
(i) µ is PAM;
(ii) U(x, y) − c ≥ EU(x, ∅).
9
In Proposition 2, the only equilibrium of full revelation is with X R = X and Y R = Y. This is so because if X H = {x} and
Y H = {y}, then x stricly prefers being matched in Y H than paying a positive certification cost and being matched with y. By
continuity, also types close to x would strictly prefer random matching, and so a positive mass of agents would exit the certified
matching market.
10
In Proposition 3, two equilibria of no revelation are possibile, one with X R = ∅ = Y R , the other with X R = {x} and Y R = {y}.
In fact, if the inequality holds as an equality, then X R = {x} and Y R = {y}, since x is indifferent but y strictly prefers to be matched
with x.
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Proposition 3. (X R , Y R , µ) is an equilibrium of no revelation if and only if U(x, y) − c ≤ EU(x, Y).
According to Propositions 2 and 3, equilibria of full revelation and of no revelation can be interpreted as
extrema of the partial revelation equilibria, where cutoff levels are x and x, and the indifference condition
holds as inequality since we are at the boundary of X and, respectively, no further decrease and no further
increase of the cutoff is feasible. We observe that in Proposition 3 there is no mention to matching being
PAM since X R is either empty, and hence PAM is undefined, or it contains only x, and PAM is trivially
satisfied in such a case.
4.2. Equilibrium multiplicity
A salient feature of our model is that the outside option – i.e, not to reveal one’s own skill and remaining out
of the matching market – has an endogenous value. The larger the cutoffs xc and yc , the better is the option
to randomly match with an agent in X H and Y H , respectively. This allows for equilibrium multiplicity, as
can be intuitively understood by the following argument. In an equilibrium of partial revelation, the cutoff
type xc must be indifferent between revealing and not revealing the skill, i.e., U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c =
EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))). If we start from an equilibrium and we consider an increase in xc , we can observe
that – neglecting the direct effect that xc has on utility in both sides – there is a positive effect on the left-hand
side due to a better mate G−1 (F(xc )), and a positive effect on the right-hand side as well due to the higher
average quality of a match in [y, G−1 (F(xc ))). The possibility is left open that both sides have increased
by the same amount so that a new equilibrium is reached, and the following example shows that multiple
equilibria can actually exist.11
Example 1.
Let us consider a case in which X = [0, 1] = Y, F and G are uniform cumulative distributions, i.e., F(x) = x
for every x and G(y) = y for every y, and U(x, y) = 1 + (y − 1)3 . We do not need to specify a precise function
for V(x, y). Note that U satisfies CD. We set c = 0.3. We can write the following gain from certification as
a function of the cutoff type xc , where we use the fact that yc = xc in this setup:
U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c − EU(xc , [0, G−1 (F(xc )))) =
Z xc
1
(xc − 1)4
1
= 1 + (xc − 1)3 − 0.3 −
1 + (y − 1)3 dy = (xc − 1)3 − 0.3 −
+
.
xc 0
4xc
4xc
The graph of the above function is depicted in Figure 1, from which we can recognize that multiple equilibria
exist. As the figure shows, there are two equilibria of partial revelation, and one equilibrium of no revelation.
4.3. Equilibrium stability
We find useful to distinguish between two types of equilibria of partial revelation, since they will behave differently in the comparative statics exercises of Section 5. Looking at Figure 1, function U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) −
c − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) crosses the horizontal axis from below in the first equilibrium, and from above
in the second equilibrium. This can be related to a difference in the stability of the two equilibria. Suppose
that the cutoff xc is slightly higher than the first equilibrium cutoff. Then, xc finds more convenient to obtain
certification and reveal the skill, and the same holds by continuity for close types. Hence, all such agents
are likely to pay the certification cost and enter the matching market, thus lowering the cutoff towards its
11
We underline that, as intuitively understood from the argument used and better illustrated in Example 1, the assumption of U
satisfying ID does not play any specific role in the possibility that multiple equilibria exist, which essentially relies only on the fact
that the value of random matching increases as the cutoff gets larger.
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Figure 1: In the two equilibria of partial revelation the relative gain from certification for the cutoff type xc
is zero, while in the equilibrium of no revelation the relative gain from certification for the highest type x is
non-positive.

equilibrium level. If instead we start from a cutoff that is slightly lower than the equilibrium level, we can
analogously argue in favor of an increase of the cutoff, thus showing the stability of the first equilibrium.
Similar reasonings can be done for the second equilibrium, reaching the conclusion that it is unstable.
We will speak about stable equilibrium referring to an equilibrium of partial revelation such that function
U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) is strictly increasing in xc at the equilibrium, while we will
speak about unstable equilibrium for an equilibrium of partial revelation such that function U(xc , G−1 (F(xc )))−
c − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) is strictly decreasing in xc at the equilibrium.12
4.4. Equilibrium existence
Our main focus is on stable equilibria of partial revelation. The following proposition provides an existence
result for such a type of equilibria.
Proposition 4. There exists c such that if 0 < c < c, then there exists a stable equilibrium of partial
revelation.
12

This distinction between stable and unstable equilibria is not exhaustive, since it does not cover with cases where the function U(xc , G−1 (F(xc ))) − c − EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) is neither strictly increasing nor strictly decreasing in xc at the equilibrium.
Moreover, here we do not discuss equilibria of full revelation and of no revelation, for which a stability analysis might be done but
would not be particularly interesting. What we do is because our focus in the comparative statics exercises of Section 5 will be
mainly to understand how stable equilibria of partial revelation will react to exogenous changes, and unstable equilibria are useful
since they provide a nice reference to compare the analysis.
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Proof. If the certification cost is null, then the relative gain from certification for the cutoff type xc is
always positive for any xc ∈ (x, x], due to the strict monotonicity of U in y. Moreover, it tends to zero
as xc approaches zero, since lim xc →x EU(xc , [y, G−1 (F(xc )))) = U(x, y). This implies that there exists an
interval (x, x′ ) where the relative gain from certification for the cutoff type is always strictly increasing. We
set c = U(x′ , G−1 F(x′ )) − EU(x′ , [y, G−1 F(x′ ))), and the proof is completed.
The condition that guarantees existence of a stable equilibrium of partial revelation is on the level of certification costs. Intuitively, the relative gain from certification for the cutoff type is a function that is strictly
increasing when xc is very close to x, and in the limit for xc going to x such a function goes to −c. Therefore,
if the cost of certification is positive but low enough, then the relative gain from certification for the cutoff
type will cross the zero level coming from below, and thus a stable equilibrium of partial revelation is found.
Incidentally, we observe that if the cost of certification is instead high enough, so that the relative gain from
certification for the cutoff type remains always negative, then an equilibrium of no revelation surely exists,
while no equilibrium of partial revelation can exist.
5. Discussion
In this section we carry out some comparative statics exercises. In particular, we analyze the effects of
changes in the cost of certification, and changes both in the distribution of skills that are unverifiable unless
certified and in the distribution of skills that are verifiable. We conclude with some simple comments on
welfare.
5.1. Comparative statics on the cost of certification cost and on the distribution of skills
We start by motivating a change of the unit of analysis from type – i.e., x and y – to rank – i.e., F(x) and G(y).
The reason is that in Proposition 6 we will consider a general increase of x-skills, so that a generic agent
with skill x will have a higher skill after the distribution has changed. Therefore, looking at the ex-ante and
ex-post situation for the same type/skill is generally misleading, since the comparison will involve different
agents. If we suppose that the generalized shift in skills does not cause changes in relative positions, then
it is more reasonable to carry out the analysis taking the rank as unit of analysis. With this purpose, we
preliminarily define the relative gain from certification for the cutoff agent rc as
U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc )) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc ))),
(2)
Rr
where EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc )) ≡ r1c 0 c U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (r))dr. We are now ready for some comparative
statics results. We start considering a change in the cost of certification.
Proposition 5. If the certification cost c increases, then the relative gain from certification for every cutoff
agent rc decreases.
Proof. By looking at (2), it is immediate to recognize that an increase in c has a negative impact on the
relative gain from certification for every cutoff agent rc .
The next proposition analyzes the effects of a change in the distribution of x-skills. The result crucially
relies on the ID property of the utility function U. We briefly remind that a distribution F ′ first-order
stochastically dominates a distribution F if F ′ (x) ≤ F(x) for every x.
Proposition 6. If F ′ first-order stochastically dominates F, then the relative gain from certification for
every cutoff agent rc does not decrease, and it increases if F ′ (rc ) < F(rc ) and U satisfies SID.
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Proof. We observe that U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))−U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (r)) ≤ U(F ′−1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))−U(F ′−1 (rc ), G−1 (r))
for every r ≤ rc , due to ID of U and the fact that F −1 (rc ) ≤ F ′−1 (rc ), that comes from F ′ first-order stochastically dominating F. Therefore, taking the expectations we obtain:
U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc )) ≤ U(F ′−1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))) − c − EU(F ′−1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc )).
(3)
−1
′−1
The initial inequality above becomes strict if U satisfies SID and F (rc ) < F (rc ), and the same holds
when expectations are taken, thus completing the proof.
One might think that similar results hold for changes in the distribution of y-skills. The following proposition states that this is not the case, and Example 2 – which constitutes a proof of Proposition 7 – illustrates
the variety of effects that can occur. Intuitively, a generalized increase in y-skills positively affects both the
value of certification – since the skill of same-rank mate has increased – and the value of a random match –
since the average skill in the pool of agents who do not certify has increased as well. In general, there is no
way to decide which one has increased more.
Proposition 7. If G′ first-order stochastically dominates G, then the relative gain from certification for a
cutoff agent rc can either increase, or decrease, or remain unchanged.
Example 2.
We provide three variants of an example, each variant illustrating a case that Proposition 7 states as a
possibility. Let us assume that X = [0, 1], F −1 (r) = r, (i) Y = [0, k], G−1 (r) = kr with k > 0, (ii) Y = [k, 1],
G−1 (r) = k + (1 − k)r with 0 < k < 1, (iii) Y = [k, 1 + k], G−1 (r) = k + r. We also assume U(x, y) = xy, so
that SID is satisfied, while we do not need to specify a precise function for V(x, y). We can write the relative
gain from certification as a function of the cutoff agent rc in the three variants as follows:
U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc ))) =
Z
kr2
1 rc
rc kr dr = c − c
(i)
= rc − c −
rc 0
2
Z rc
(1 − k)rc2
1
(ii)
= rc (k + (1 − k)rc ) − c −
rc (k + (1 − k)r) dr =
−c
rc 0
2
Z
r2
1 rc
rc (k + r) dr = c − c
(iii)
= rc (k + rc ) − c −
rc 0
2
From the above expression it is immediate to recognize that an increase in k has a (i) positive, (ii) negative,
or (iii) null effect on the relative gain from certification for all rc ∈ (0, 1).
As a consequence of the displacement of the function measuring the relative gain from certification in response to changes in c, F and G, the set of equilibria changes in a rather straightforward way. We can
facilitate intuition by means of a graphical example, like the one in Figure 2. It is easy to understand that
equilibria react to a displacement of the relative gain from certification differently depending on whether
they are stable or unstable. More precisely, an upward displacement of the function measuring the relative gain from certification causes stable equilibria to move leftwards, and unstable equilibrium to move
rightwards.13 Similar arguments can be applied to draw conclusions on equilibrium cutoffs in many other
comparative statics exercises.
13
Clearly, a large enough increase of skills may cause equilibria to disappear (or, better, one stable equilibrium and one unstable
equilibrium may collapse into a unique equilibrium and then vanish, similarly to what happens for solutions to nonlinear equations
when translations are applied). So, previous statements are valid only for small enough displacements of function D.
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Figure 2: The two equilibria of partial revelation react differently to displacements of the function measuring
the relative gain from certification depending on their stability properties.

5.2. Welfare
A first question that can be posed concerns the total welfare effect of imposing all agents to disclose credible
information about their skill. This can be the case, for instance, of compulsory quality certification. To fix
ideas, suppose that we want to compare a case in which all agents are forced to reveal their skill, so that
X R = X, to another case in which there is no imposition and an equilibrium of partial revelation occurs, so
that X R = [xc , x] for some xc ∈ (x, x). Two effects are involved in the passage from the first case to the
second case. Let us first consider agents whose skills are unverifiable unless certified. On the one side,
there are fewer people who pay the cost to certify the skill, and this reduces the total cost of information
disclosure. On the other side, there are fewer pairs who are matched in a positive assortative way, and this is
a social cost in the presence of strict increasing differences, while it is not in the case of constant differences.
Let us now consider agents whose skills are verifiable. Obviously, the first effect is absent, since they do not
pay any certification cost. The second effect instead is present, although again not in the case of constant
differences. In general, no definite ranking in terms of welfare can be established between the two cases.
Typically, full disclosure will not be the social optimum. In particular, if utilities of agents on both sides
satisfy constant differences, then we can conclude that overall welfare decreases in the level of information
disclosure.
A second question that can be posed regards the total welfare associated to different equilibria. Suppose
that we have two distinct equilibria, that can be the ex-ante and ex-post state with respect to some exogenous
change in c, F or G, or two different equilibria for the same c, F and G, if we are in the presence of multiple
equilibria (like in Example 1). Whatever the case, we may be interested in a welfare comparison between
such equilibria. We observe that the same two effects that we have discussed above apply here as well.
Moreover, if the two equilibria that we compare are associated to changes in c, F or G, then further effects
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are at play. Let us consider first agents whose skills are unverifiable unless certified. A third effect arises
if c increases, since then agents who still pay to disclose their skill must sustain a higher cost. This effect
combines with the former effect regarding the reduction of the set of agents who disclose their skill, leaving
undetermined the net effect on total cost of disclosure. A fourth effect is triggered by the increase in one’s
own skill and it has an ambiguous effect on utility, depending on how U(x, y) depends on x.14 A fifth effect
is triggered by the increase in the partner’s skill and it has a positive impact on utility, because U(x, y)
is strictly increasing in y. When we look at the utility of agents whose skills are verifiable, we have to
consider that they pay no cost to reveal their skill, so that the third effect is absent. However, the fourth and
the fifth effects are present and are similar to those we have just discussed. On the whole, we have argued
that several contrasting effects are at play and, once combined together, the result of a welfare comparison
remains ambiguous. Nevertheless, when the general model is applied to more specific setups, welfare
assessments become easier, and often prove to be non-trivial and insightful. In the Appendix we provide a
couple of examples to illustrate the variety of welfare analyses that may arise.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have developed and studied a model which lies at the intersection of the research on positive
assortative matching under non-transferable utility and the research on strategic revelation of information
when disclosure is costly. We have obtained that when types are private information and disclosure is costly
on one side of the market, only the best agents get certification and match with agents on the other side in
a positive assortative way, while the remaining agents match randomly. Moreover, multiple equilibria may
arise, as a consequence of the endogenous value of the outside option.
Typically, in models of matching with transferable utility the shape of a stable matching – and, in particular, whether agents match assortatively or not – is determined by comparative advantages. By contrast,
if utility of a match is non-transferable, then what matters are absolute advantages. In this paper we have
shown that under costly disclosure of types comparative advantages become again important to understand
the properties of the equilibrium matching when utility is non-transferable.
A natural follow up of the paper would be to take into consideration the case in which agents on both
sides have unverifiable skills that require certification in order to be trusted. In such a situation it is no
longer enough to consider the relative gain of certification in one population only, since the corresponding
cutoff mate might find it not convenient to reveal the skill, due to the cost of certification that must now be
paid. Therefore, the choice of whether to certificate or not must be jointly considered for agents on both
sides. In particular, if the relative gain from certification is negative for the cutoff agent on one side, then no
equilibrium can arise, since such agent would prefer to go for a random match. If, instead, the relative gain
from certification is positive for the cutoff agent on one side, then we can have an equilibrium if the cutoff
agent on the other side is indifferent whether to certify or not. Indeed, we would have additional agents on
the first side who are willing to certificate and form pairs with same-rank mates, but they would not find
available partners on the other side. We observe that such a case is similar to what we have studied in the
present paper, where agents with verifiable skill have null certification costs and hence their relative gain
from certification is always positive.
14
We remind that we have assumed that utilities strictly increase in the partner’s skill, while no assumption is made concerning
the effect of changes in one’s own skill.
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Appendix - Examples on welfare
Example 3.
We assume X = [0, 1] = Y, F −1 (r) = r, G−1 (r) = r, U(x, y) = y and V(x, y) = x, so that both U and V satisfy
CD. The relative gain from certification for the cutoff agent rc is:
Z
1 rc
xc
−1
−1
−1
−1
U(F (rc ), G (rc )) − c − EU(F (rc ), [0, G (rc ))) = rc − c −
r dr =
− c.
rc 0
2
Figure 3.A depicts the above expression as a function of rc for c = 0.2 and for c = 0.3. The unique
equilibrium of partial revelation is in the first case with rc = 0.4, and in the second case with rc = 0.6.
Figure 3.B depicts the utility at equilibrium of agents whose skills are unverifiable unless certified for both
levels of the certification cost. From it we can see that those who choose to hide the skill for both levels of
cost – i.e., agents from 0 to 0.4 – are better off when c = 0.3, because of the increase in the average skill
of a random match. Also some of the agents who exit the matching market in the passage from c = 0.2
to c = 0.3 – i.e., those from 0.4 to 0.5 – find themselves in better conditions when c = 0.3, while the
others – i.e., those from 0.5 to 0.6 – find themselves in worse conditions. We think that it is an interesting
theoretical possibility that some types may be induced to exit the market as a result of the increase in c,
and find themselves better off in the ex-post situation. Finally, agents who remain in the matching market
are clearly worse off when the cost increases, since they are matched with the same mate but have to pay a
higher certification cost.
The analysis follows similar lines for agents whose skills are verifiable, with the only difference that no
cost is paid. Figure 3.C illustrates. Those who are out of the matching market for both levels of costs – i.e.,
agents from 0 to 0.4 – are better off when the cost is higher, since the average skill of a random match has
increased. Those who reveal their skill when c = 0.2 but that rely on a random match when c = 0.3 – i.e.,
agents from 0.4 to 0.6 – are all worse off when the cost is higher. This is so because the average skill of a
random match for c = 0.3 is lower than the skill of their same-rank mate.15 Finally, agents from 0.6 to 1 are
evidently not affected by the change in cost, since matched with the same partner in both cases.
We might be interested to compare the above two equilibria using an utilitarian welfare function. In the
very simple setup of this example, this amounts to rank outcomes inversely on the basis of the total amount
of costs, since both utility functions U and V exhibit constant differences. We observe that total expenditure
is the same in the two equilibria, in particular it is equal to 0.12. Generalizing the question, we might look
at the relationship between total cost (and, hence, utilitarian welfare) and the level of c. Using the fact that
2rc = c, we end up with −c2 /(2 + c) as the function describing such relationship in the cost interval [0, 0.5].
It is not surprising that the utilitarian welfare is maximized for c = 0 – when all agents enter the market for
15
We note that this is not a general result. In some cases it may happen that the average skill of a random match for a higher cost
is larger than the skill of the same-rank mate.
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(a) U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc )) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc ))).

(b)

(

EU(F −1 (r), [0, G−1 (rc )))
U(F −1 (r), G−1 (r)) − c

for r < rc ,
for r ≥ rc .

(c)

(

EV([0, F −1 (rc )), y)
V(G−1 (r), r) − c

for r < rc ,
for r ≥ rc .

Figure 3: (a) depicts the relative gain from certification for the cutoff agent rc when c = 0.2 and c = 0.3.
For the same cost values, (b) and (c) depict the utility at equilibrium (i.e., with rc = 0.4 and rc = 0.6) of
agents with x-skills and y-skills, respectively. We note that in (c) the two graphs coincide when rc is larger
than 0.6.
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(a) U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc )) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc ))).

(b)

(

EU(F −1 (r), [0, G−1 (rc )))
U(F −1 (r), G−1 (r)) − c

for r < rc ,
for r ≥ rc .

Figure 4: (a) and (b) illustrate the effects of changing k from 3 to 6 on, respectively, the relative gain from
certification for the cutoff agent rc and the utility of x-types at equilibrium (i.e., with rc = 2/3 and rc = 0.5).

free – and for c ≥ 0.5 – when no certification occurs. The utilitarian welfare is minimized for c = 0.25,
when total expenditure is maximized. Even in this extremely simple setup, we find of some interest that for
a range of the cost level – i.e., [0.25, 0.5] – the utilitarian welfare increases as the cost to enter the market
becomes higher. The quality of this remark appears to be still valid in the presence of utility functions with
moderate strictly increasing differences.
Example 4.
We assume that X = [0, k], Y = [0, 1], F −1 (r) = kr with k > 0, G−1 (r) = r, U(x, y) = (1 + x)y and
V(x, y) = (1 + y)x, so that both U and V satisfy SID. The relative gain from certification for the cutoff agent
rc is:
Z
kr2 rc
1 rc
(1 + krc )r dr = c + − c.
U(F −1 (rc ), G−1 (rc ))) − c − EU(F −1 (rc ), [0, G−1 (rc ))) = (1 + krc )rc − c −
rc 0
2
2
We set c = 1. Figure 4.A depicts the above expression as a function of rc for k = 3 and k = 6. The unique
equilibrium of partial revelation is in the first case with rc = 2/3, and in the second case with rc = 0.5.
We limit ourselves to making a remark about the well-being of agents whose skills are unverifiable unless
certified. Figure 4.B depicts the utility at equilibrium for agents whose skills are unverifiable unless certified
when k = 3 and k = 6. From it we can observe that agents below 1/6 are made worse off by the generalized
increase of skills. This may appear surprising at a first glance, since the increase in x has a positive direct
effect on utility. However, there is also an indirect effect, which is negative. In fact, the equilibrium cutoff
gets lower as a consequence of the upward displacement of the relative gain from certification for the cutoff
agent (as we know from Proposition 6). This means that the average skill of a random partner decreases.
These two effects contrast with each other. Therefore, types for whom the latter effect dominates the former
find themselves in worse conditions after the generalized increase of skills.
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